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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE INFO

Introduction: There is little information on how to prioritize testis cancer (TC) patients’
care during COVID-19 pandemic in order to relieve its pressure on the health care
systems.
Objective: To describe the recommendations for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of
patients with TC amidst COVID- 19 pandemic.
Material and Methods: Pubmed search and review of the main urological association
guidelines on TC.
Results: The biology of TC requires immediate care of patients during diagnosis, initial
surgical therapy and management of recurrent disease. Active surveillance is the
first choice of management and should be offered to all compliant clinical stage I TC
patients provided they understand the need to self-isolate. Active surveillance may also
help decrease the demand for intensive care unit beds, ventilators, personal protective
equipment, and other critical hospital and human resources by minimizing surgeries
without compromising patient outcomes. Complications of therapy and symptomatic
patients represent medical emergencies and should be treated immediately. Telemedicine
may be useful during follow-up periods.
Conclusions: Most stages of testis cancer require urgent care; however, all
recommendations must be adapted to local health care priorities considering that most
of these patients are at low risk of severe COVID-19 infection.
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(EAU) (5) and National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) (6) guidelines on TC do not make specific considerations in terms of prompt treatment or
impact of treatment delay on outcome. Only, the EAU
TC guidelines speak about “adequate early treatment”
without defining the term “early” (5).
Notwithstanding, it is generally assumed
that delays in diagnosis affect the stage of disease at presentation and therefore disease prognosis
(7). That is why, all patients suspected of having
TC are recommended to be seen urgently (within 2
weeks) by a specialist (8).

Testicular cancer (TC), although rare, is the
commonest, solid-organ cancer in men aged 15 44 years. As the tumor is promptly identified and
treated, the overall prognosis is excellent even
after late diagnosis. While some authors have
reported a significant relation between survival
and delay in diagnosis, (1, 2) others have shown
no impact on survival (3).
Actually, the American Urological Association (AUA), (4) European Association of Urology
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Follow-up

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has created major dilemmas
for providers in all areas of health care delivery, including cancer centers, forcing them to
make substantial changes. While medical institutions may request that elective surgeries be
postponed until the strain on the health care
system from COVID-19 has been relieved, the
characteristics of elective surgeries in urology
oncology are context-dependent and have not
been well defined in the current crisis.
Fortunately, TC patients are usually young
and healthy. Their risk of severe disease compared favorably with the risk reported in the general
population of patients presenting with Covid-19.
However, they cannot be excluded from the unprecedented measures taken in health systems
worldwide (9).
We herein describe the recommendations
for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of TC patients amidst Covid 19 pandemic based on published studies as well as expert opinion delivered
through main urological societies. Needless to
say, sound clinical judgment and final decisions
should be tailored to the local infection severity
and pandemic phase (10).

Unfortunately, there might not be high-quality evidence for the compromises proposed
but it is anticipated the new information will
function as an additional guide to the management of urological conditions during the current
COVID-19 pandemic.
RESULTS
The EAU categorized recommendations
with increasing degrees of priorities as follows (11):
•

•

•

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We did a Pubmed word search using the
terms: “TC and pandemia”, TC and covid”, “TC
and coronavirus” and “urologic surgery and pandemia”, and reviewed main urological society guidelines and recommendations in terms of surgical
priorities during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Seventy-four manuscripts were retrieved
and recommendations from the European Association of Urology and the British Association of
Urological surgeons were reviewed.
To facilitate understanding, TC will be approached according to disease stage:
1. Diagnosis
2. TC initial treatment:
3. Management of clinical Stage I (CSI) TC
4. Management of primary metastatic TC
5. Management of residual disease post
chemotherapy.

•

LOW PRIORITY: Clinical harm (progression, metastasis, loss of function) very unlikely if postponed 6
months.
INTERMEDIATE PRIORITY: Cancel
but reconsider in case of increase in
capacity (not recommended postponing more than 3 months: Clinical
harm (progression, metastasis, loss of
organ function) possible if postponed
3-4 months but unlikely.
HIGH PRIORITY: The last to cancel,
prevent delay of > 6 weeks. Clinical
harm (progression, metastasis, loss of
organ function and deaths) very likely
if postponed > 6 weeks.
EMERGENCY: Cannot be postponed
for more 24 hours. Life-threatening situation.

TC diagnosis:
All patients with suspicion of TC should
undergo a bilateral testicular ultrasound within
24 hours of clinical examination, which should
include physical examination of supraclavicular,
cervical, axillary and inguinal lymph nodes, breasts and testicles.
Like normally done outside any pandemic
state, serum tumor markers should be evaluated
before and after orchiectomy.
Non contrast-enhanced CT scan of the
chest and contrast-enhanced CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis should be done in patients with
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a diagnosis of TC ideally before orchidectomy. In
case of iodine allergy or other limiting factors perform MRI of the abdomen and pelvis. According to
the EAU recommendations, if diagnostic imaging
studies had not been performed before orchidectomy, they may be postponed awaiting pathology
result but no more than 7 days.

prior to sperm cryopreservation if specific covid-19
diagnostic tests are available.
Management of clinical Stage I (CSI) TC
Active surveillance is the first choice of management in compliant CSI TC patients, particularly during COVID-19 pandemic. Active surveillance
should be offered to all these patients with seminoma and low risk (no lymphovascular invasion) non
seminoma germ cell tumors (NSGCT) provided they
understand the need to self-isolate (10).
Unless the patient has contraindications to
other forms of therapy, RPLND should be discouraged in order to eventually avoid use of an intensive
care unit bed or a ventilator machine, and decrease
patient length of hospital stay, thus, decreasing his
chances of becoming Covid-19 infected.
CSI seminoma or NSGCT patients not accepting active surveillance need to be treated. They are
considered high priority and should be treated within
6 weeks of histologic confirmation (High priority).
This group of patients with CSI seminoma should be
treated with one course of carboplatin at AUC7. Experts agree that in spite of the lack of evidence on
the association of bleomycin with severe lung COVID
disease, bleomycin should be avoided when possible
and hematopoietic growth factors (G-CSF) should be
co-administered to diminish the incidence of neutropenia and infection in all patients with germ cell tumor (GCT) receiving chemotherapy.
Patients with low-risk NSGCT CSI not willing
or unsuitable to undergo active surveillance should
receive one cycle of BEP and G-CSF. Patients with
high risk CSI-NSCGT (presence of lymphovascular
invasion) should be treated with one course of BEP
and G-CSF if they are not willing to accept AS.
Primary nerve-sparing RPLND should only
be indicated in CSI -NSGCT patients with contraindication to adjuvant chemotherapy and unwilling to
accept active surveillance, or in those with teratoma
with somatic-type malignancy.

TC initial treatment:
Radical orchiectomy should be performed
as soon as possible because it is an outpatient procedure and will guide further treatment (12). EAU
experts consider orchidectomy a surgical emergency, however, it may be postponed 2-3 days, as
well as the pathological examination of the testis.
Histologic evaluation time may vary significantly
from institution to institution and health care systems (private, public, etc.).
MRI of the brain (or brain CT if not available) should be indicated on an emergency basis in
patients with central nervous system symptoms,
multiple lung metastases, high β-hCG values, or
those in the poor-prognosis IGCCCG risk group.
MRI of the brain could eventually be postponed
until chest CT or marker results are available, but
then becomes an emergency.
Patients at high-risk for contralateral
germ cell neoplasia in situ are recommended to
undergo biopsy of the contralateral testis during orchidectomy. They include patients with
an atrophic contralateral testis (< 20 cc volume
on ultrasound) who present before the age of 31
years, (13) azoospermic (14) and present ultrasonographic abnormalities. (15, 16) If contralateral biopsy was not done during contralateral
orchiectomy, it can be postponed 6 months.
Sperm banking is another low priority procedure, particularly in those patients who had not
done it prior to orchiectomy and do not need adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. In patients
scheduled for adjuvant treatment sperm banking
becomes an emergency and should be done prior
to starting treatment.
There is currently no evidence of vertical
transmission of COVID-19. However, patients may be
offered testing at their discretion at the time of performing standard serology (i.e. HIV/Hepatitis testing)

Management of primary metastatic TC
Except for patients with clinical stage IIA
seminoma who can be treated with either radiotherapy or chemotherapy within 6 weeks of histologic confirmation, all other patients with me-
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tastatic disease at presentation should be treated
immediately.
Patients in a good general condition may
delay the initiation of chemotherapy for 7 days.
In addition, short planned delays in chemotherapy for good-risk GCT patients (≤7 days per cycle)
also appear to be acceptable since they may prevent serious toxicity in this curable patient population (17).
Clinical stage IIB seminoma patients
should be treated with chemotherapy according to
the International Germ Cell Consensus Classification (IGCCC) good risk group. (3x BEP o 4x EP +
G-CSF) (18,19) Radiotherapy may be considered
as alternative in selected clinical stage IIB seminoma depending on availability.
Patients with stage ≥ IIC seminoma should
receive primary chemotherapy based on the same
principles used for NSGCT. IGCCC good risk NSGCT should be treated with 3x BEP o 4x EP + G-CSF
while the recommended therapy for IGCCC intermediate or poor risk groups is 4x VIP or 4x BEP
+ G-CSF. (6) Carneiro et al. recommend the use
of VIP (Etoposide; Ifosfamide and Cisplatin) in
patients with intermediate or poor risk metastatic
GCT, instead of the 4x BEP, to avoid the use of
bleomycin (12). Again, patients in a good general
condition may delay the initiation of treatment
for 7 days.
In a life-threatening situation due to extensive metastasis, patients should be hospitalized
and commence chemotherapy prior to orchidectomy (clinical principle).

commend not to postpone follow-up beyond 3 to
6 months of the original appointment in patients
with metastatic disease after adjuvant treatment
or complete remission.
Direct-to-consumer (or on-demand) telemedicine may allow patients to be efficiently
followed, as it is both patient-centered and conducive to self-quarantine, and it protects patients,
clinicians, and the community from exposure. It
can allow physicians and patients to communicate any time as needed, using smartphones or
webcam-enabled computers (20).
Patients with symptomatic brain metastases following treatment, post-obstructive polyuria or symptomatic postoperative complications
(infection, bleeding, lymphoceles/ lymphatic ascitis, etc.), intractable pain or symptomatic neutropenia during or after chemotherapy (fever,
sepsis) represent medical emergencies and should
be treated immediately.
DISCUSSION
Urologists can make a substantial contribution to the health care systems by decreasing
the demand for hospital beds, ventilators, personal protective equipment, and other critical hospital and human resources by minimizing surgeries without compromising patient outcomes
whenever possible (21).
Medical specialists in general and urologists
in particular are encouraged to weigh the impact of
nonsurgical therapies such as systemic chemotherapy (that can leave patients at greater risk of contracting and potentially succumbing to COVID-19)
and surgical risks against the natural history of the
disease in case it is not timely treated.
Generally speaking, considerations should
include nonsurgical treatments whenever available
or deferral of surgery until patient risks of in-hospital COVID-19 infection, demand for ventilators
and inpatient beds diminish. The recommendation
for different stages of disease in patients with testis
cancer are summarizes in the Table-1.
The impact of surgical wait time on the
outcome of testis tumors remains controversial.
(22-24) There are few studies evaluating components

Management of residual disease post chemotherapy
Post-chemotherapy full bilateral RPLND
of either residual masses after chemotherapy for
NSGCT with negative serum levels of tumor markers or growing teratoma are considered high
priority and the surgery should be performed within 6 weeks of completed chemotherapy.
Follow-up of TC
Patients with Seminoma and NSGCT CSI
on AS or after adjuvant chemotherapy are recommended to be followed within 6 weeks of the original appointment (High priority). EAU experts re-
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of wait times (e.g. delay in diagnosis, delay in
orchiectomy) in TC patients; however, differences
in study data availability, method of analysis and
wait time definitions precluded statistical pooling
of the findings (23). Nonetheless, given the unpredictable biology and speed of TC cell dissemination, both diagnostic and treatment delays are
strongly discouraged (17).

Regarding treatment options in patients
with low volume stage II seminomas (IIA and
IIB), some authors recommend radiotherapy to
avoid the use of chemotherapy (12). However,
several radiotherapy centers are currently closed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The same authors also recommend 4
cycles of VIP (Etoposide 75mg/m2 IV on Days

Table 1 - Summary of recommendation for different stages of disease in patients with testis cancer.
1- Diagnosis:
- Low priority: Sperm banking
- Emergency: Ultrasound, physical exam and serum tumor markers
2- Initial treatment:
-Low priority: Contralateral biopsy (see text)
- Emergency:
•
•

Orchiectomy with 2 -3 days
Imaging within 7 days in asymptomatic patients

3- Stage 1 management:
- Low priority: In case AS is offered according to guidelines
- High priority: In case treatment is offered according to guidelines
4- Treatment metastatic disease:
- High priority:
•
•

Any adjuvant treatment in stage IIA Seminoma (Radio or chemotherapy)
Adjuvant treatment in stage IIA/B NSGCT with negative markers

- Emergency:
•
•

Treatment in stage > IIB Seminoma and NSGCT within 7 days (Chemotherapy)
Symptomatic, life threatening or poor risk

5- Management of residual disease post chemotherapy
- Low to high priority: Can be delayed from 6 weeks to 6 months depending case by case (telemedicine)
- Emergency:
•

Symptomatic postoperative complications, pain, neutropenia with fever o sepsis, etc.
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